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I love red pillars !

Posted by jls304 - 2011/11/28 14:43
_____________________________________

So I thought I knew how versatile and awesome these were until I started
building a new stacked setup with my Den of Evil sets. In the limted edition lines you don't have narrow
passges with their 4 corners to lend that extra support and turning to the pillars can really help.
Just using a bunch of corner pieces doesnt always cut it for stability.
I thought I had enough pillars but I'll be ordering another set of 8 when the
holiday shipment comes in :)
============================================================================

Re:I love red pillars !

Posted by granpappy77 - 2011/11/28 15:50
_____________________________________

I've been meaning to pick some up, but never got around to it. Good to know I should order more than
one if I'm going to try multi-level dungeons.
I clicked through the site and figured out I could spend just over $200 in the "individual pieces" section
alone! Awhile back I grabbed a set of 6x6 dungeon tiles and the big blocks with chains but never
grabbed pillars or any of the old traps (bowties be damned). $200 ain't so bad...maybe I'll save up some
cash and my next order will be accessories/extras only. I'm sure I could find a sufficiently dastardly
purpose for those water tub things from the cavernous set...I'm thinking a trap-based encounter where
the tubs would be geysers, pouring out steam at pre-determined intervals, causing damage and blocking
line of sight. Dang, I really need to play more often...
============================================================================

Re:I love red pillars !

Posted by jls304 - 2011/11/28 16:02
_____________________________________

Yeah they really are nice versatile pieces. If you are shopping for
individual pieces you really cant ever have enough stairs or pedestals.
Those used to command a high price on ebay when they were out of stock.
I think I bought about 10 stair sets the last time DF got them in.
============================================================================
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